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1. INTRODUCTION

Gun-launched kinetic energy (KE) projectiles typically fly with soninc dgr,, o(if pitching

motion caused by launch disturbances such as the whipping motion of the gun tube, inbore

balloting of the projectile, and the sabot discard process. The ailiplitii(le of the pitching

motion decreases (or (lamps) as the projectile travels downrange due to the aer)(lynarnic

properties of the projectile b)ody. Figure 1 shows the pitching motion of a M•73:-5 1I'1 projectile

as observed in the B1RL Transonic Range and is representative of the moti on of fiIII(,I kinetic

energy projectiles. This three-dimensional plot shows the vertical and horizontal comp ponents

of angle of attack, a and 3, as a function of the distance downrange. Two-dimnnsional

projections of the angle of attack components as a function of range are also shown. For this

particular shot, launch disturbances produced initial pitch angles of more than six degrees

that are subsequently clamped during the projectile's flight. For finned KE projectiles, the

rate at which the pitching motion is dtamped is a function of the pitch (lainii)ing aerodynamic

coefficient and the projectile's transverse moment of inertia.

The ability to accurately predict the pitch damping aerodvnamic coefricient of KE pro-

jectiles is of particular importance to the projectile designer because the terminal ballistic

performance of these projectiles is sensitive to the pitch angle at the target. Small pitch an-

gles may result in significant degradation of the penetrator's terminal ballistic performance.

Figure 2 shows measurements of terminal ballistic penetration as a function of pitch angle

for a long rod penetrator against a laminated armor target at 65 degrees obliquity (lloecker

and Grabarek, 1986). Even at small pitch angles, a significant loss of penetration is ob-

served. If the penetrator and the target are closely matched, this degradation of penetrator

performance can result in the inability of the penetrator to defeat the target.

Fin stabilized( KE projectiles typically do not employ active controls for damping the

amplitude of the pitching motion, but rely instead on the aerodynamic properties of the

body to produce the necessary pitch damping. A predictive capability for pitch damping

assists in the production of projectile designs that will have acceptal)le levels of pitch at I lie

target. The development of such a predictive capability is the subject of t his report.

The pitch damping force and moments are generally produced lby tlie tiine-(lependent

motion of the body and, for this reason, are classified as dynamic aerodyl]iainic derivatives.

Despite the fact that these coefficients are associated with the tirne-depeidetit motion of lhe

projectile, it may be possible to determine the pitch damping coefficie(nts using stea(ly mo-

tion. By applying linear flight mechanics theory such as that developed by Miunphy (1963), it

can be shown that the aerodynamic side force and moment coe(bicintas acuting on a projectile

in steady coning motion can be related to the pitch (aLimping force and mii)oteneti coefficients.



Steady coning motion is definehd as the motion performed by a missihsle 11vi-i! tI ai t constant

angle with respect to the free stream velocity vector and undergoinig a rotatioll at a constant

angular velocity about a line parallel to the freestream velocity vector and coincidlit with the

projectile center of gravity. This is shown schematically in Figure 3. Steady coning motion

can be decomposed into constant amplitude sinusoidal pitching motions in the hiorizont al an(i

vertical planes (Figure 4). Steady coning motion has the advantage of being a st ea;Idy Iotion

when viewed from the appropriate coordinate frame. while at the same t6 i1nC blllg ('o111pose(d

of pitching motions. hie use of steady coning motion to dleteniie tl pw pitch daimu ping

aerodynamic coefficients provides an interesting and cost effective a pprouac i for det ermining

the aerodynamics that are normally associated with unstea(ly or t.i ine-hlepeiident motions.

Previously, Tobak, Schiff, and Peterson (1969) examined the aerodynamics of bodies of

revolution in coning motion and proposed that the non-linear acrodynianic forces a1nd mo-

ments acting on a body performing large amplitude non-planar mot ions coild b~e represented

by the aerodynamic forces and moments prodluIced by four characteristic mot ions: ( 1) steady

angle of attack; (2) pitching motion; (3) rolling motion; and (A) conmii, miiotiou. Typically.

the linear aerodynamic force and moment formulation considers oiillv forces aind moments

due to the first three motions, and assumes that a non-planar mnotion cami be descril)ed by

the vector sum of two independent planar motions. The addition of conming motion allows

for coupling between planar motions in the non-linear formulation. At small angles of attack

where linear variations of the aerodynamic coefficients are expected, their non-linear theory

also confirms the linear theory result that the side force and moment due to coning motion

are related to the linear pitch damping coefficients.

To provide additional validation for the theory, Schiff and Tobak (1970) performed wind

tunnel experiments on a conical body undergoing separate or combined spinning and coning

motions. Their experimental results showed good agreement with plredictioiis of tie pitch

damping force and moment coefficients obtained by using a linearized theory. They also

demonstrated that, for their particular geometry and flow conditions. the .\[agnus force

and moment (variation of side force and moment with spin rate and angle of at tack) were

negligible, thus the linear pitch damping coefficients could be directly determined from the

side force and moment due to coning.

Subsequently, Schiff (1972) computed the supersonic inviscid flow about a conical body

undergoing coning motion. To compute the flow arou1nd tile body in coning motion, Schiff

utilized a rotating coordinate system. Within the rotating coorlimnate framie the flow was

steady, thus the steady Euler equations could be solve(l. The governini g e(uiations were

modified to include the centrifugal and Coriolis force terms. The computed results compared

well with experimental results and with estimates of pitch (lam pilg coelficients ot)taiined by

2



using a linear theory. Later studies by Agarwal and flaklhi (19)78), antid Linl (197,S) also
employed rotating coordinate frames to comnpute the supersonic viscous flow about conical

bodies in coning motion.

In this report, pitch damping predictions for finned projectiles are olbtained using steady
coning motion. The supersonic viscous flow field about these projectiles undergoing coning
motion is determined cornputationally using the parabolized Navier-Stokes techniqu•e of Schiff
and Steger (1980). The computations are performed in a rotating coordi nate fraine sinilar
to that employed originally by Schiff (1972). Code modifications requiredl to in phltient tlihe
rotating coordinate frame are discussed. These modifications includ(le t ,hl addition of the
centrifugal and Coriolis source terms to the governing equations and changes to the shock
fitting algorithm. From the computed flow field, the side force and nionient due to coning
motion are used to determine the pitch damping coefficients. The relation between the side
force and moment due to coning and the pitch damping force and rnonient coefficients is
discussed and extensions to the theory required for the analysis of finned projectiles are
described. Results are presented for two fielded kinetic energy projectile con fig"u'at ions, the

M735 and M829.

2. THEORETICAL BACKGROUND

In this section, the relation between coning motion and pitching motion is first described.
Following this description, the relation between the side force and moment due to coning

motion and the pitch damping coefficients is developed.

2.1 Relation between Coning and Pitching Motions. As was discussed previ-
ously, steady coning motion is defined as the motion performed by a missile flying at a
constant angle with respect to the free stream velocity vector (angle of attack) and undergo-

ing a rotation at a constant angular velocity about a line parallel to the freestream velocity
vector and coincident with the projectile center of gravity. This is shown schematically in
Figure 3. The vertical and horizontal components of the angle of attack, a and 3. vary in a
periodic fashion as the projectile rotates about the free-stream velocity vector, as shown in
Figure 4. The total angle of attack, at _ a2 +f32 is constant, however.

Both of these components of the angle of attack, when plotted as a function of time,
are sinusoidal, constant amplitude, pitching motions that are out, of phase with each other

by one quarter of a cycle, as shown in Figure 4. By decomposing coning motion in this
fashion, it can be observed that coning motion contains a specific iinear coliliinal ion of two



orthogonal planar pitching motions.

The term steady coning motion dlescribes thle motion of the body al~iolit H.ie freefst reaml

velocitv vector, l)ut dIoes niot complIetely (describe the motion of the body. In pail iciliar. he

projectile may rotate (or spin) about its longitudinal axis. InI this report, it part iciilar fornn

of coning motion, steady lunar corn jug inotion, is utilized1. III Steadyl I iiiiai coliffn, filotion.,

the angular veloc:i ty of the projectile results putrely frorin lie rotation of I he projectile aboiit.

the freestreami velocity vector. This produices a componient of aniijii ar velocity th !gle

projectile axis which. by (lefinition, is the spin rate of the projectile. Thli relat tIui hei wcen

spin rate, p., andl coning rate, ~,for the case of steadyv lunar con~ing~ mot iou Is shownl belowv.

P = COS Ct= )

By specifying both the coning rate and the p)rojectile spin rate, the projectile motion is

now completely defined. For the particular case of steady lunar conting. the inotion can b~e

decomposed into a. comblination of two orthogonal phinar pitcluin m iotionus. phis a spinning

motion at angle of attatLk.

Planar pitching mnot ion is clea rl a, timie-dependent inot ion thI at. prodIuices a tii ie-depeiudenit

flow field about the projectile. Steady lunar conuing motion, onl thme ot her halfd. will be a

steady motion when viewed from a reference frame that is attached to the bo(ly (and there-

fore rotating and translating with the body). In this reference system, no rotation of tlie

pitch plane or the b~ody with respect to the reference frame will be klbSer(lN,1. It is imp~ortant

to realize that the steadiness of thle motion (foes not require thuat time bodyv have special forms

of geometric symmetry (i.e. axisyrnmetry). Furthermore, time nlow field glenerated byV stea(IV

lunar coning motion is expected to be steady, when viewed from a coordinate framne (Attachied

to the body. Steady flow modeling techniques can be applied to (determline lhe flow field (flue

to steady lunar coning motion under the constraints that both the coning r'ate and I the angle

of attack are small. (Clearly, the flow may become unsteady at high coning rates or high

angles of attack, in much the same way thle flow over a body at fixed aiigle of attack at

high incidlence can become unsteady (me to Vortex Shedding.) Since the recferenice frame is

a non-inertial system (due to the rotation of the coordinate system, the governing equationls

must be modified. Fu-rther details on tile implementation of thme rot~atitig framne are providled

in thle discussion of the computational ap~proachl.

2.2 Moment Expansion. It is common in aerobail Istic applications to uit liize a.

missile- fixed non-rollhug coordinate systemn to describe both the ki nemnlatics and the WSvsten

of forces and mTomnents that act on the projectile in] fl ighit, ( \IImphv I 963). The non1- rolling

coordinate systemn affords somne si mplifications, Ipart icila~rlv fin lesýcrni ngr thle kinieniatuiCs.



lIn this re~ort.. the pi iiary reason for- 11111111 de-scribing thre aerodViin li"Anne isriing

thre non-rollijig coornliirate systemu is the fact that the (le-scritlah is Wt'll-bildished. Thre

non- rolling coo-d inate fr-amec is an or-thlogonal r-ight-hIairded svst em(in . c, } iton(( al Ihle

body center of graviqLv The "- is uised1 to (lit iiguish the iioii- wlinig a xis sysi (iin lr( Jilt IeQ

comnpu tat ional noordiinate systemi. The I~ ax is is aligned along thle pro~ctil IcoiitnMudhiral

axis wvith the lOsitive (directioni orinted towards the projectile iiose. Thlw z axis is~ -initially

oriented dowiiward withi the .ý - z plane perpendicular to thle gror ru TI e a;i","Kar ri io-

tiori of t he uioiirol Iinig coor-dinate framne is suich that thre aiiguii-r voloci t v J i lit, co linitie

frame with respect to anl inertial fr-ame is zer-o in the (lreCt ionl Of Illw i' dNiS. A Jruru-11 !h(

tinme-(lpenddirL orientation of the non-rolling framne may be har-d to visualize, tl. heiui-oiiihg

frame is essential lv equivalenlt to the 'fixed plane coorl-di nate systecur for- ýsinall amlp 1 iturde

motions. In tire fi xedl planie coordinate system, thre x -- 1 plane reina ins p len eo iiuIar to ie4

groundl for all time. lurthier (details onl these coor-dinate fr-aies canl he fuiuiin iii lie report

by Murphy ( 1963).

Trhe notneirt exp~ansion for a finned missile hin the non-rolinig courliirat fm"" Vi s shown

in Equation 2. Thiis iioiinet ex pa nsioni is a variant of thre ex pal siul i i discssedI I NlIii Ihy

(196:3) for symincmtr-ic in issi les. Thie ruuost, i inpoa'ant (Iiffereince is ithat the ie x1 resion her

includes a side moment due to angle of attack, C,,. The rmomneut formulat ion uses compllex

variables to separatc the moment components, 0 , and (,,. that, arec orieiitcd along t hue fj

and S axes, respectively. The third moment component. the roll nmouiint. can he handled

separately and is niot of consequence in this study.

m+iC - + C - cm,5,"' '' C (2)

In the momenC~t eýxpansion, the Pi tclhing nmomlent, coefficiecuit. Cr'j . "Il(1 pitchI da niping

moment coefficient, Cmq + Cm,,, p)roduice moments t hat ar-e pi-opIi-t ioiid I( th Ie coiiplelx yaw.

ý, and yawing rate ,respectively. (InI the analysis presenteci here, therev is Ito lieed to

distinguish between pitch andl yaw, andh the ',erms may he inter-changed. The usage follows

that of Mfurpliy ( 1963).) The Maginus moment coeffcien dCOI Il Seou iilor- a Sid( Ic n romeut

due to flow asymmetries from a combination of spin and angle of at tack.

The side momentt due to angle of attack, C,~, is reAiNe to acori ni. for a Aid nwioent.

variation with angle of attack that ýs causcd by the beveled fins. Thew exisi ence of this side

moment was revealed in a previous study (Weinacht and Stuirek 1 99t)). 'Ille nmechuanismn for

this moment can be explained byv examininirg tire winmd and le-e-side fills. Tire finls, whrichi are

beveled to produice roll may experience (hifl'erent flow on the wind and lee-sides of the body.

The lee--side fin may be inirnriersemi in the wake cr~eated by the bodyl. If Ie Ithow is suifficient Iv

different on] th le winid and lee-sides, thle bevels on thre wi iid aid lt fill s Xvil cac j;rel -odluice



a different lift force. The vector sum of the forces oil these fills call le iioIZeI,,. thireI)v

producing a side moment. Of course, at zero angle of attack, the Ibvels prodtic. ,niv a roll

torque; there is no side moment since the vector sum of the lift proIilce I by the fill Ibvels

is zero.

The moment expansion presented in Equmation 2 does not account for variations in the

aerodynamic coefficients (due to roll orientation. Mu rphy (19663) has slown t hat t he form of

the linear force and moment expansion for a syvi metric( fin ned mmiussili with three or i More

fins should have the same form as for a body of revolution and thlat the eftects of roll

orientation are a higher order effect. Computations for finned kimmetic ('t11rgV )rojectiles

have also demonstrated the effect of roll orientation on the aerodymnamnic coefficients is small

(Weinacht and Sturek 1990). In-flight effects of roll orientation are typically not observed

because the projectile spin rate is greater than the pitching frequency, causing the effects

of roll orientation to be averaged out. Flight bodies with aero'lynamtlic coefficients that

exhibit a significant dependence on roll angle may need to be treated with a more general

aerodynamic formulation than is presented here (Tobak an(d Schilff 1!)75a. 19¶751,).

2.3 Relation between Side Moment due to Coning and Pitch Damping Mo-

ment. In order to develop the relation between the side moment due to steady lunar coning

motion and the pitch damping moment coefficient, it is convenient to r(esolve the moment

components in non-rolling coordinates into moment components that cause rotations in and

out of the plane of the angle of attack. This relation is shown below. Here, C,, is the in-plane

moment (the moment that causes rotation of the body in the plane of the angle of attack),

and C, is the side moment (the mornenit that causes rotations of the body out of the angle

of attack plane). Also shown are relations for the complex angle of at tack, angular rate. and

spin rate. These relations, valid for steady lunar coning motion, have been simplified from

the general case of arbitrary motion (Levy and Tobak 1970).

Cm + iC,, - e-"(C, + iC,)

Sdý7

(1(7)-1 VS

p = (3)

The moment formulation cast. in terms of the in-plane and side moments can bwe written as

follows.
m + iC, =C.,.6 + { )C +.,,+} (4)

i{yV)Cp + +~ (~1ii



As expected, the resulting expression for the in-plane and side mlmlii'ts isi iM'lcivdent

of time. The in-plane moment results only from the pitchinlg momeii t , whliI dW tot al side

moment consists of contributions from the side moment (hic to angle of at t;ck, Nlagntis

moment, and pitch damping moment.

Utilizing Equation 4, the variation of side moment with conifig rate caII li, obtained.

This relation is valid for linear variations of side moment with coritlig ia Itv.
C, C,. - C", b,,

_ 5- + (C..q + -y... ) (.3

The relation of the side moment due to coning, C,, to the pitch d anping moment coef-

ficient, [C,,,q + -tCm]J, and the Magnus moment coefficient, C,,, is similar to that presented

by Schiff and Tobak (1970) for bodies of revolution. However, for the case of the finned pro-

jectiles with beveled or canted fins, the evaluation of C, requires that the net side moment.

C., be determined at two separate coning rates (which may incluide zero coiing raite), (lue

to the presence of a side moment at zero coniing rate, C,J,• For bodies of revolition, the

side moment at a single non-zero coning rate is sufficient to determine the slope. C, . since

the side moment at zcro coning rate is zero.

Unfortunately, the pitch damping moment coefficient is not directly related to the side

moment due to coning, because of the presence of the Magnus moment term. Further-

more, direct evaluation of the Magnus moment us;-g a Navier-Stokes approach would be

difficult and expensive because an unsteady time-accurate calculation is required for non-

axisymmetric bodies. However, the Magnus moment coefficient is typically much smaller

than the pitch damlping coefficient for many projectiles. This has been confirmed by apply-

ing simple inviscid theories to estimate the Magnus moment and pitch (lain ping coefficients

for finned projectiles similar to those examined in this study (Devan 19S9). Additional con-

firmation can be found from ballistic range testing of kinetic energy projectiles. Tile Niagnus

moment coefficient can be quite difficult to measure due in part to its small magnitude

in relation to the other aerodynamic coefficients and due to the low spin rates that these

projectiles experience in flight.

For the case where the pitch damping moment coefficient is much larger than the .lagnus

coefficient, Equation 5 can be simplified without a significant loss of accuracy. and the

following relation is obtained.

1Cmq + CmJ , (6)

Because this expression is only valid in the linear aerodynamics regime (small angles of

attack), the cosine of the angle of attack, y, is approximately equal to one and( no longer

appears in the equation.

7



A similar expression relating side force dtie to coning to the pitch damipirig foIce and
Magnus force can be developed using the same approach as (discusse(d al)o', Since the

Magnus force coefficient is also much smaller than the pitch (damlping force- (oe!licient. it can

be ignored, and the pitch damping force coefficient, CN, + C'.v cali be directlv related to the

side force coefficient due to coning, Cy/6.

cy"
[Cq + CV] , (7)

Equations 6 and 7 form the basis for determining the pitch damprig force and mioment

coefficients in this research effort. The side force andi moment acting on the projectile d(Ie
to steady lunar coning motion can be determined by computing the flow field arouind the

projectile and then integrating the pressure and shear stresses acting on the body. Using

these two equations, the pitch damping coefficients are obtained from the side force and

moment.

3. COMPUTATIONAL APPROACH

Computation of the viscous flow field about the finned projectile configurations was

accomplished by solving the thin-layer Navier-Stokes equations using a parabolized \avier-

Stokes technique. The computations have been performed in a rotating coordinate frame

that is attached to the projectile body and rotates at the coning rate of the projectile. The

fluid flow relative to the rotating coordinate frame does not vary with time. allowing the

steady (non-time varying) Navier-Stokes equations to be applied. The solution of the steady

Navier-Stokes equations can be performed at a reasonable computational cost, typically one

and a half to two hours on a Cray-2 or Cray X-MP computer. In or(ler to implement the

rotating coordinate frame, the governing equations have been modified to include the effect

of centrifugal and Coriolis forces. The steady thin-layer Navier-Stokes equations are shown

below. a9- k+, + a (ý + a, (s

hIere, E, F, and G are the inviscid flux vectors, S is the viscous flux vector. anid II is the

source term containing the Coriolis and centrifugal force terms that result from the rotating

coordinate frame. Each of these matrices are functions of the (dependlent variaibles represented

by the vector qT(p, pu, pv, pn, 0), where p and e are the density and the total energy per unit

volume, and u, v, and w, are the velocity components in tihe x, y, and z directions. The flux



terms are decfinecd as follows.

put/ + ý,p puV + r1,rp pitV + (,p

1 w Fi pvV + tJljf (1 = t Ij/t' + (91

f)WU piwV + ~71.1) pit'll1 + (.1

(c + 1))U (e + p)V L(e- +101

11 ifli1 0 2~ 
9

JL113 j 1

L! -1 + M 2(z

where

"12 = -2Q, sin atpv - pc sin2  Of( - C)+p~ i~COS
113 = 2Q sin atpu - 2,cos crtpiv - pQf in2y at -ý2! CS (It

114 = 2ccos cjpv + p92 sin at~ cos atx- x P) - 2 Cfoz 2

H.5 = (_92~ S III at(X _ Xcg) + q2 sin at cos crjpu - (02y sin 2 (v, + W cos (,I)pll

+( sin at cos at (x - x,,) -£zcs xw(0

U=

V = 7 v77,+ l+ W77,

W~ - G lx±y+ v(,: (11)

771, +=t(

3 9c a(; a(
-, (+ Pr't' ii)C + 2+ 1

(Y)Pr Prt S1y z i 1-2" o

+mn2(u(. + V4y + w)(-0 (12)
2 'YP (3

p
q2 u2 2v 2 +W 2

G= I /xc

7-= *J(ZtYc -Y~zo ) = JI(x~z() q.- = .I(-Xoy) d

G= J(Y(Z,7 - zoy') (= *J(-.r~z,~) (.- = Jxy,



Thie form of the souirce terms, 11.2, '113, 11.I, 115, assumeIIs thI at H ie x-ax is is Orienit ed along

thle projectile's longitudinal axis and tile X - Z plane is iH t he pitchi-jlaile.

The pressure, 1), can lbe related to the dependent variab~les byv applyinig the Ideal gas law.

p = (-Y -1 0 1 16

The turbulent viscosity, lit, which appears in the viscouis miatrices, Is coimputed uising I he

turbulence model of LBaldivin and Lomnax ( 1978).

The thin-layer equ~ations are solved using thle parab~olized Navier-Stokcs teclflhi(pic of

Schiff and Steger ( 19S0). Following the approach of scluiff and Steger. thle governing1 eqilla-

Lions, which have b~een modified here to include the Coriolis and( centrifugal force termis.

are solved using a conservative, approximately factored, implicit finite-difference wnumerical

algorithm as formulated by Beam and W~arming (1978). The equations are first linearized

and placed in delta form, where thle equations are solved for the difference in th e(lpenet'f~~

variables rather than the variables themselves. This set of equations is thlen factoredl using

the approach of [Beaim and Warming. Thle following set of equations is oktaiiued.

[ + (I - a)Aý (6,1ý + Di)] - = MIlS (17)

FII - 3 +(;V az - + -A 1 (S

-( -~ j+'(E/I-)' -+ qj+'(F/.J)' + j`GJ

+6( k(.i+'(EI)' + (''(F/ ~ji + (+'(G/J)J]

+ i e D (19)

The form of the equations, as well as the notation, is similar to that used 1wN Schiff and

Steger. Hecre, A, Bý, C, and if[ are the Jacobian matrices of thle Miux vectors G.F .
and S. Further ( Aails on the definitions of these matrices c-an be found in thle paper of

Schiff and Steger (1980). The important difference in thle current formnulatioin is the addition

of the matrices D) and ft clue to thle rotating coordinate systemi .Alt hough the *lacobian

matrix of the souirce term, f), can be included in either the circumferential Inversion or in

the normal inversion, including this term in the circumferential inlversionl siifl~i fies slightly

the implementation of the shock fitting boundary conditions.

The computations presented ihere were performed using a shiockc fitting procedulrere

ported by R~ai and Chiaiissee (1983). This procedure solves the five 1~aiikine-Iluigoniot. jump

conditions, two geomectric shock-propagation conditions, and1( oile coin lat.i bil tv equation to
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determine the values of the five dependent variables iiiirliediatelv tlowit)Lr<am f the shock.

as well as the position of the shock. By including the implicit part of the source terin du(e

to the rotating coordinate frame in the circumferential inversion, the shock fitTi lprocedure

of Rai and Chaussee can be used without modification as long as the correct fre,-st ream

conditions are specified. The freestream values of the dependelt variables are shownt below

in non-dimensional form.

P = 1
pit = ,1lcosa~t + YjQ,:sin at

P1, = Q,(z cos at - (x - X,,) Sill at)

pw = A [•, sin at - yi, cos at

p = c/('Y -lt)+ -{(af o cos at + yQ, sin t)2

+(Q,(. cos at - (x - X.) sin at))' + (3 I1 s in (1, - OS <,, ,)} (20)

The compitatiioiial results presented here were obt~aieid usilng a grith I Iiat. consisted of

60 points between the body and the bow shock. Due to a lack of ci-rciir feretit i il s'ininletry.

gridding was performed around the entire circumference of tile body. Over the forchodv, 72

circumferential points were used. Grid resolution was increased to :300 points on the fill hub.

The grid over the finned portion of the body was generated using an elliptic grid generation

scheme presented by Rai, Chaussee, and Rizk (1983). On the axisvmnietric part of the body,

about 50 marching (axial) planes were required for each caliber of body leiigth. Axial grid

resolution was doubled over the finned portion of the body.

4. RESULTS

Computations have been performed to determine the aerodynaniiics of kinetic energy

projectiles in steady linar coning motion. Results have been obtained for Iwo fielded kinetic

energy projectiles: the M7315 and the M829. Schematics of these projecr iles. iucltUding details

of the fin geometry, are shown in Figures .5-10. The fins on , both of these projectiles have

roll-producing beveled surfaces at the leading and trailing edges of tihe fills. Particular care

has been taken to model the fin geometry accurately. It should be noted Hiat the fins on the

M829 projectile overhang the base. This aspect of the projectile w'as iuuh'led by extending

the base so that it was aligned with tile trailing edge of the fin blades. 'hiis allowed the flow

field to be conlipltied tip to the trailing edge of the fins. However, when the pressure and

viscous stresses were integrated to computte the forces acting oin the body, the contribution

from this part of the body was not considered. Because the flow is sillelrsonlic and tlite fins

11



are not inimersed in the recirculating flow in the base, the flow field adjacenit to this regioni

can be considered to be reasonably well modeled. Though not shown, the cylindrical port ion

of these bodies have a number of circumferential grooves which cover nearly two-thirds of

the body. The effect of these grooves is not modeled in the current computations, though it

is a subject of current research.

The computations have been performed over a range of Mach nuni)ers (.1I. = 3.0 to 5.5),

coning rates (6D/V = 0.0 to 0.010), and angles of attack (at = V° to 50) for free-flight, sea-

level atmospheric conditions. The variation of the side force and noinotit with coning rate

normalized by the angle of attack has been used to determine the p)itch (Lamping coefficients

for these finned projectiles. Comparisons are made with data obtained from range firings

(Brandon). The results for each projectile are discussed separately in the following two

sections.

4.1 M735 Projectile. The computed variation of the side inoiient coefficient with

coning rate at M\ach -1 and two degrees angle of attack is shown in Figure 11. The variation

of the side moment coefficient with coning rate is seen to be linear across the range of

coning rates examined here. This range of coning rates is representative of the pitching

frequencies experienced by the M735 projectile in flight. At Mach 4, the non-dimensional

pitching frequency of the projectile is 0.004, where the form of the non-ditnensionalization is

the same as for the coning rate. The results also show the existence of a small non-zero side

moment coefficient at zero coning rate, As discussed previously, this side moment is due to

bevels on the fins (Weinacht and Sturek 1990). The existence of this side moment at zero

coning rate requires that computations be performed for at least two coning rates in order

to evaluate the variation of the side moment coefficient with coning rate. C,.

Figure 12 shows C, 0 as a function of 6 (the sine of the angle of attack) at Mfach 4. The

dashed line displayed on this figure is representative of a linear variation of C, with 6 across

the range of angles of attack examined. The computed results show that, at small angles of

attack, C,, varies linearly with 6, but departs from a lincar variation as the angle of attack

increases.

Figure 1.3 shows the development of C,,/ over the M735 kinetic energy projectile at

Mach 4 and two degrees angle of attack. As discussed previously, C,/rS should be a reason-

able representation of the pitch damping coefficient, Cmq + C~,. in the linear aerodynamic

regime. This figure shows that the fins contribute most of the side momnent due to coiling

(and hence, the pitch damping) with a smnaller contribution from the nose.

The Mach variation of Cm, + (.A,, for the N1 735, as deteriniii fi'ri n (I / is shown

12



in Figure 14.. The coilputed results are Comipared with range n iasuri(nents of tlIhe pitch

damping coelficient. Though the range data shown here are considered well-determined,

some scatter is still evident because damping rates are typically difficult to measure. The

experimental results (1o reflect the expected level of accuracy in determiniig this coefficient

experimentally. The comparisons show that the computational results are withinn the ac-

curacy of the experimental data and provide a measure of validation of the computational

approach.

The predicted variation of the damping force, Civ' + C'v, , as a function of hlawh niim-

ber is shown in Figure 15. This coefficient was determined from the variation of the side

force coefficient with coiling rate, Cy,/b. The pitch damping force coefficient appears in the

swerve equation (the equation that describes in-flight motion of the projectile center of grav-

ity). For finned projectiles, the fluctuating component of the swerving motion is composed

of contributions from the lift and pitch damping force. The fluctuating component of the
swerving motion for a damped planar pitching motion is shown in Figure 16. The relative

contributions froom the lift and pitch damping forces are also shown. The contribution from

the pitch damping force coefficient is seen to be a relatively small p)ortion of the motion,

despite the large magnitude of the coefficient itself. Because of this, it is very poorly deter-

mined from range firings, thus no experimental data is shown. This coefficient is, however.,

required for determining the change in the pitch damping moment coefficient Clue to changes

in center of gravity location. Thus, the ability to predi, the pitch dcamping force coefficient

is still a significant result.

4.2 M829 Projectile. Similar computations were performned for the M829 kinetic

energy projectile. Figure 17 shows the predicted variation of the pitch damping moment

coefficient with Mach nmnber for the M829. Again, the computed resuilts are compared with

range measurements. The range data has considerable scatter bcause the total angle of

attack experienced by the projectiles during the range firings was very small (typically less

than one degree). Thus, the rate at which the amplitude of the pitching motion decreased in
flight was difiicildt to determine. The computational results are within the scatter of t lie range

data. Both the computations and the range results show the order of magnitu(de increase in

the coefficient compared with the predictions shown for the M73-5. This increase is primarily

due to the larger length-to-diameter ratio (L/D) of the M829 (L/D _ 2:3) compared with

the M735 (L/D - 14). The predicted variation of the pitch damping force coefhicieit as a

function of Machl nmuber is shown in Figure 18. Again, no range data are shown because
this coefficient is poorly determined. This coefficient is. however, useful for determining the

variation of the pitchli dainping moment coefficient with changes in center of gravity position.
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One sitaulion whle'e changes iii the center of gravity location arc ofteýn eucoi lintcr(cd is

in aerodynlamic r'ange testing of kinetic energy projectiles. lBccaills of restrictionis on firilg

kinetic energy projectiles with heavy metal penetrators through aero(dynamnic test ranges,

surrogate projectiles are often used. Externally, these projectiles appear the saiue aS the

fielded round, though the internal heavy metal core has been replaced with a steel core.

Replacing the peuetrator core can result in a shift in the center of gravity. In tlhe case of the

M829, this shift is great.er than a quarter of a caliber.

The efrect of center of gravity (C,) shift oil the damping cocfficients was invcstigated

in two ways. First, [low field computations were performed to determinned thie ellect of ('G

location on the side force and moment due to coning (and hence on the pitch damping force

and moment coefficients). Since the projectile rotates about the CC position, the approach

involved separate flow field calculations for each CC position. The CC; position was moved

fore and aft of the baseline CG position by 1 and 2 body diameters. These results are

displayed in Table 1 for Mach numbers of 3, 4, and 5. The pitch (lamnpin g moinient becomes

more negative (iindlicative of stronger damping) as the CC position inoves forwa 1rd.

Table 1. CG Translation - Comparison of Results Using CC Translation EqIuatuionls aIl(i

Direct Computation

MACHI Scg COMPUTED TRANSLATED

NUMBER CY416 c__1__/ C _l

-2.0 224.37 -1550.1 224.61 -1551.2

3.0 -1.0 2,t1.89 -1853.2 2,12.01 -1853.9

+1.0 276.93 -2564.6 276.S1 -256:3.7

+2.0 294.45 -2972.8 294.21 -2970.8

-2.0 179.59 -1373.4 179.85 -1374.9

4.0 -1.0 195.32 -1615.7 195.45 -1616.6

+1.0 226.78 -2194.7 226.65 -2193.6

+2.0 242.52 -2531.5 242.25 -2528.9
-2.0 136.80 -1177.2 137.08 -1178.8

5.0 -1.0 150.78 -1:361.1 150.92 -1362.0

+1.0 178.75 -1812.7 178.62 -1811.5

+2.0 192.75 -2080.6 192.46 -2077.8

As an alternative to the first approach, the effect of CG position oi1 the pitch danmping

force and moment coeflicients can be determined using the center of gravity translation

relations presented by lhirphv (196:3). The relations, presented I J111urphyv for the individual
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aerodyniamlic coefficients, are comrbinredl to ob~taini relationis for tilhe coc!'fhcieiiI S of lilt elr t lieic.e

These relations for the pitch dlampjing andI Magiius force arid iioirreiit s arie siiowniblw Thre

coefficierits onl the left-liand side of tire equationrs (denoted with a """) represent thte J'edlicte(I

value for a CC, shift of s,, body diameters. I'lhe aerodlynamic coefficients on tire nghit sidle

of these exp~ressions rep~resenrt the values, for tile b~aselinle coiafigtirat ion.

QN, + ("N,, = CNq + CV,, + ;,g1 CN.

0",l + 0m,, = 0 rn + 711-Sc(C,'Nq + C'N,,) + ...... (' (21 )

='P CYr.., 9 ,.,

Since the pitch damping force and moment coefficients are related to the side force and

moment due to conring, (Equations 6 and 7), thre side force and momlent coefficiciits (hile to

coning exhibit the sanme variation with CC position.

CyISý cl /6I + .5'!Cy,, (22)

=' /6 C /6 -s cg(Cj' 16) + S'.cgC'rn - S ',

Tire derivationr of these relations does not require that tire Magnims force and inoirent hbe

neglected. The effect of the Magnus coefficients is simply ahbsorbedl into the coefficients Cy,
and C,,,, and acids nio additional terms to tire right-hand side of these equna-tioris.

Using these relations and the aerodynamic coefficient predictions for the baseline config-

uration, predictions of the side force and moment variation due to coiiing for varying CGC

position were ob~tained. These results are included in Table 1. Thle dilfferences between the

direct computation of tire side moment coefficienrt at the various CC locatioins and t lie values

obtained from the CC translation relations is less than 0.2%, arid provides additional valida-

tion of thre comnpjutational approach. The side mnoment (and hience tire pitchi (damping) varies

by more than ± 35% for a center of gravity shift of ±2 calibers. Changing the CC(- position

is one possible approa~ch for increasing or decreasing the p)itch (damping of t hrese projectiles.

5. CONCLUSION

The flow field about Finned kinetic energy projectiles inl steamlv Coning mot ion has beenl

successfully cornpuited using a parabolized Navier-Stokes comnpuitational approachl. Tl1r0 com1-

putations make rise, of a rotating coordinate frame. Relative to this coordlinate framte. thre

flow does not vary witli time, allowing the steady flow equiatioins to be solved. (Isiuig lin-

ear flight medlia niics dih erly, the sidle m1omlent d ule to coni rig is relat1ed to 1.1w( pi tcli damriping

anh Nikagris m1 ioimen1t. c:oefficients. For stnai MNiagniirs nroinlent roeffhcienits, tire pi tuhi1 (Lil iiiping
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coefficient is directly proportional to tihe side moment due to coiling. The compintational

results show that the side moment due to coning varies linearly with coning rate over a

range of coniing rates that encompasses the pitching frequency of the projectile. For con-

stant coning rate, the side moment coefficient also shows a linear behavior with thle sine of

the angle of attack up to about two degrees angle of attack, and deviates slightly from the

linear behavior at higher angles of attack. The computational predictions of the slope of

the side moment coefficient with coning rate normalized by the siine of the angle of attack

have been comi)ared with pitch damping coefficients determined from ranlg:e fininmgs. For the

M735 kinetic energy projectile, the predictions ac in good agreement with the range data.

The computational results for the M829 are within the scatter of the range data. Both the

computational predictions and the range data for the M829 show a substantial increase in

the pitch damping coefficient when compared to the damping of the M735. This is primarily

due to the larger length-to-diameter ratio of the M829.
The favorable comlparisons with range data and the efficiency of the compiitational ap-

proach demonst rate the ctility of this newly developed capability. To dtco severpil advanced

kinetic energy projectile concepts have been examined using this capability.
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Figure 1. Pitching motion of M735 KE projectile - Round 16423.
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Figure 2. Penetration as a [unction of pitch angle, 65 degree obliquity targret.
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Figure 3. Schematic of coning motion.
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Figure 4. Components of coning motion.
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Figure 5. Schematic of M7135 projectile.
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Figure 6. Schernatic of N73-5 fin cross-section.
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Figure 7. Schematic of M829 projectile.
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Figure 10. Detail of M829 trailing edge.
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Figure 11. Variation of side moment coefficient with coning rate, M735, Mach 4, at = 20.
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Figure 12. Side moment coefficient due to coning, C,%,,, as a function of the sine of the

angle of attack, 6, M735, Mach 4.
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LIST OF SYMBOLS

a speed of sound
C, pitching moment coefficient
Cm.• slope of tie pitching moment coefficient with angle of attack
Cmq + C.. pitch damping moment coefficient
C,, side moment coefficient
CT"a slope of the side moment coefficient with angle of attack
C,%, slope of the side moment coefficient with coning rate

C.•, P. agnus moment coefficient
C.V,, slope of the normal force coefficient with angle of attack
Civq + C,\, pitch damping force coefficient
Cy slope of the side force coefficient with coning rate

Cy". 1Magnus force coefficient
D projectile diameter
/D Jacobian matrix of the source term, ii
e total energy per unit volume, non-dimensionalized by p,,2 '2

E, F, G flux vectors in transformed coordinates
i! source term resulting from rotating coordinate frame
J Jacol)ian
I characteristic length, typically the projectile diameter
AI" freestream Mach number
p pressure, as used in thin-layer Navier-Stokes equations,

non-dimensionalized by pa.
p spin rate, as used in roll equations and aerodynamic coefficients
Pr Prandtl number
Prt turbulent Prandtl number
q vector of dependent variables in Navier-Stokes equations
q total velocity of fluid
Re Reynolds number, ap,,D/ji•
s distance downrange
-SC9 center of gravity shift, calibers

viscous flux vector in transformed coordinates
Sq reference cross sectional area of projectile, r. D1/4
t time
u, 1), w velocity components in x, y, and z directions,

non-dimensionalized by a,
U, V, wV Contravariant velocities of the transformed Navier-Stokes equations
V freestream velocity used to non-dimensionalize the spin rate and

the aerodynamic coefficients
x, y, z Cartesian coordinates with respect to the body, non-din(lensionalize(l by D
X'9• axial location of projectile center of gravity with respect to Cartesian

coordinate system
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Greek Symbols
a vertical component of total angle of attack in non-rolling coordl'INutes

at total angle of attack, Val2 ±+32

/3 horizontal component of total angle of attack in non-rolling coordinates
7 ratio of specific heats, as used in Navier-Stokes equations
_t cosine of the angle of attack, as used in aerodynamic force

and moment formulations
sine of the total angle of attack

tL laminar viscosity
effective turbulent viscosity

', r, " transformed coordinates in Navier-Stokes equations
complex quantity representing the components of the sine of the angle
of attack with respect to the non-rolling coordinate frame

p density
coning rate of projectile

,_D non-dimensional coning rate
V

Q, coning rate of projectile, non-dimensionalized by a,/D

Superscripts
(') rate of change with respect to time

rate of change with respect to space

() quantity is referenced to the non-rolling coordinate frame

Subscripts
0 freestream quantity
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